
API CALL / mapping & matching options Instructions for use

Languages your rooms are using. 
Languages to translate description into.
set  “1 bedroom” as default.
no smoking as default.
save as a CSV, get a download link.
receive a simpli�ed or extended mapping result.
dictionary names to use for pre-�ltering.
separate 100% curated rooms from others.
use the pax to capacity converter.
normalized description rewriting sequence.

LangIn: Depending on the languages contained in the description, ask the NLP to use the set languages. You can mix up to 3 languages. Select among (EN, ES, PT)  & (FR, IT, DE beta). .
LangOut: Set the languages you want in your response. The NLP will normalize & translate the description into the set languages. Select among (EN, ES, PT) & (FR, IT, DE beta). 
BDR1def: true: ask the NLP to consider the room as being a 1 bedroom as default. true recommended.
smokingOnly: true: ask the NLP to only retain the smoking policiy as mapped if the room is smoking (no smoking considered default, this avoids repetitions). true recommended.
asCsv: true: export the mapping result as a CSV.  In addition to the json result, the response returns a download link.
extended: false: ask the NLP to return a simpli�ed mapping. Aimed at essentials. Lighter response. true: returns the detailed mapping. false recommended
�lters: Dictionary names to apply as a pre-�lter. [“ADA”] only returns accessible rooms. [“VEW” , ”BLC”] only returns rooms with a view & a balcony.
curatedOnly: true: ask the NLP to seperate rooms having 100% mapped content from others (going into the stepside group). true recommended for automated re-pricing certainty.
capaConv: true: ask the NLP to convert pax into capacity. 1ad+2ch => 1 adult & 2 childs (PAX) => triple (CAP).  (beta) true recommended.
description: Dictionary names sequence to follow for your description. Add ponctuation, to create your own in the order you like.

Special notes
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your call/session ID.

sid: Optional. Your own call/session ID. must be unique. Returned in the response. To manage calls, redirect, reconcile, merge results. 

API call property: param

Con�guring languages & desired result.

LangIn: The languages order set the NLP privileges for one over the following. Keeping “EN” as �rst language is recommended.

BDR1def: Usefull for matching rooms together & de�ne at least one criteria when a room hasn’t a description of the bedroom (ex: ”deluxe”). It is considered a “1 bedroom”.

extended: Set to true if you need a complete separation for each topic dictionary element. For detailed mapping across languages. Keep it false to retain the essentials only, needed in most scenarios.

LangOut: When exporting as CSV, a �le is created per selected language. Zip name containing the �les is the session ID (”sid”). Either ours or the one set in “param” (see above).
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optional:  The param object or any of its  properties can be omitted in the call. Default applies. 
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array   array of rooms to be mapped.
obj  Room object
string / int supplier hotel ID
string / int room reference 1, roomCode, ID...
string  room reference 2, roomTypeCode, short string ...
string  room name
string / int supplier name or reference
int / dec  room amount (optional)
date US  date when cancel policy applies (future use)
obj  room object

hid: Set the supplier hotel ID. If omitted, “N/A” will be set as default. The matching sorts grouped rooms by supplier, by hotel ID.

rcode1: First room reference available. use the supplier’s one or your reference (loop index...), a roomCode, a roomTypeCode...  if omitted a dummy one is set. (RM01... RM22).

rcode2: Second room reference. a wildcard. Same as rcode1 but can also be a long string ( internal room reference ).  

name: Room name, description “as is” returned by the supplier.

suppl: Supplier’s name, a supplier reference.

amount: Room rate. Optional. If exist, it allows sorting rooms in matching groups by cheapest.

cancelDate: (future use).  The date (US) when a cancel policy applies. The response returns “cancelBefore”, the number of days remaining. For further matching sort.

Note

...

The NLP is anonymous. hid, rcode1, rcode2, suppl, amount, cancelDate are optional. You can pass a room with the name only. However, you are greatly limiting yourself.

We recommend keeping clean quali�ed data. Those data like supplier’s name can also be a number or an internal designation code. Same for both room references (rcode1,rcode2).

rcode1 is important. Despite being optional, it is to be used as the supplier’s rerference, it can also be a loop index to reconcile afterward on your side.

rcode2 is your wildcard. another reference for the room. you can use it like rcode1 but also set a longer text. Suited for internal concatenated booking references.

API CALL / room object properties

sending room data

API call property containing room objects: list

Instructions for use
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BDR : bedroom specs

TYP : room type

CAT : room category & class

VEW : room view

BLC : balcony & patio

BED : bed type

MKG : room name & marketing

CAP: room capacity

PAX : pax usage

...

PAX : pax usage

SGL: single use

FLR : �oor level limitations

COK : cooking amenities

BRD : board meal

REF : refund policy

CAN : cancel policy

DEP : deposit policy

MBR : membership policy

CAR : parking option

ADA : accessible

SMK : smoking policy

SHR : shared amenities

PLA : plan & promotions

WWW : internet specs

AMN : room amenities

Dictionary codes

API CALL / mapping & matching pro�ling Instructions for use
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Con�guring dictionary usage & the NLP pro�le to apply across rooms

norma & norma & root can be used either for “descr” or “rewrite”.
norma stands for “normalized” & is the original mapped criteria.
root stands for the generic criteria type.
examples:
 - Accessible is the root type for roll-in, hearing impaired (norma)
 - 2 beds is the root type for 2 kings, 2 queens (norma).

This level of granilarity is usefull when matching rooms from suppliers having di�erent ways of describing a room. 
You need to group rooms if accessible or not, not always in details (root) or you want a descrition sticking to the original (norma).
The NLP will use this common “granulate” to group rooms together, avoiding to much granularity across rooms.

root: 

API call property: pro�le

All dictionaries follow the same rules

grp: from 1 to 5. The matching result is sorted with 4 groups. select the group where you want the granulate to be used with.
use group1 for highest level of groups. 5 is the “trash” group. We have preset con�gurations covering every scenario. Contact us to get yours.
see more at the API RESULT / instructions for use page.

mapping
bool   use the dictionary for mapping & matching.
string for matching  “norma”: normalized element name. “root”: generic element type.
int for matching  what matching group to use for the element.
string for mapping  use either  “norma” or “root” to rewrite the description. 
   (dictionary code must also be set in param->description array). 
   false: do not add to description.

   dictionary code (see below)
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API RESULT / mapping Instructions for use
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the room map result

API result property: mapping
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obj  list of mapped rooms,
obj  supplier name object (suppl)
array  by supplier hotel ID rooms list (hid is the array index)
obj  room object properties
string  original room name
obj  list of canonical group index (pro�le)
bool  if the room is 100% mapped, returns true, else, false
obj  by dictionary map list
array  map
array  map
array  map
array  map
array  map

obj -> string selected language rewriting (langOut EN)
obj -> string selected language rewriting (langOut PT)

string  sent hotel ID (hid)
string  sent supplier’s name (suppl)

obj  descriptions

string / int sent supplier’s reference 1 (rcode1)
string / int sent supplier’s reference 2 (rcode2)

obj -> string canonical group 1 index used for matching (pro�le grp)
obj -> string canonical group 2 index used for matching (pro�le grp)
obj -> string canonical group 3 index used for matching (pro�le grp)
obj -> string canonical group 4 index used for matching (pro�le grp)
obj -> string canonical group 5 index used for matching (pro�le grp)

obj  available in EN only

API result property: room -> index

mapping & steside are sorted 
by supplier, by hotel ID.

Set the languages in param->langOut in
order to receive the translated descriptions.

Set the rewriting sequence in 
param->description in order to rewrite 
the description as you prefer across languages.

The index object list the granularity concat
done by the NLP according to the pro�ler (pro�le)
It is the same as index groups used in matching.
see below details.

The group (grp) index are only 
available in english.

Use the pro�ler to de�ne the granularity
for matching similar rooms across suppliers.

We have presets covering every scenario.

obj  indexes list 

int / dec  room rate



API RESULT / simpli�ed mapping Instructions for use
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the room map dictionnaries result in its simpler format (param->extended:false)

API room obj result property: mapping
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examples across the board

cat: Stands for category. The superior meaning of the element. For advanced �lters.
type: The element name.

Qty: returned if a qualtity is found
index: the element canonical index used for matching groups
negative: returned if element has an associated negation

property description

Common dictionaries properties 

charc: characteritic of the element (is a “side”, is  “large”...)



API RESULT / matching Instructions for use
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the room matching result

API result property: matching & stepside
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Matching & stepside properties are  sorted by 
rooms group index, by supplier, by hotel ID

The canonical group indexes depends on
the pro�le you are using (pro�le)

The room object is the same as the sent object

You will see the matching property &
the setpside property.

When setting curatedOnly in param true,
the rooms having a unmapped text are send
into the stepside group property.

The rooms in matching being 100% curated, 
they are suited for advanced automation
like re-pricing.

If curatedOnly is false, all rooms go inside the
matching property.

obj  list of matched rooms,
obj  canonical group 1 index
obj->index matched group of rooms
obj->index matched group of rooms
obj->index matched group of rooms
obj->index matched group of rooms
obj  supplier’s name
array  supplier’s hotel ID
obj  mapped room
dec  room rate
string  supplier’s name
string  supplier’s hotel ID
string  original room name

string / int room reference 2 sent
string / int room reference 1 sent

...
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